THE RELATION BETWEEN TWO SYMMETRIC INTEGRALS
GEORGE CROSS

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned mainly with the SCPintegral of Burkill [3] and the P2-integral of James [6; 7]; for an
explanation of the notation and terminology used here the reader is

referred to [l; 2; 3; 6 and 7].
It is known that the g?2-integral of James [7] includes the CiPintegral of Burkill [l]. Both of these integrals are of Perron type and
were developed using major and minor functions defined by means of
unsymmetric dérivâtes. It is convenient to refer to these integrals as
"unsymmetric"
integrals. For the solution of problems in trigonometric series it is more profitable to work with "symmetric" integrals,
i.e., integrals defined by means of symmetric dérivâtes. Symmetric
integrals have been defined by Burkill [3] and by James [7] and because of the similarity of construction of the two integrals, and the
similarity of the results obtained by means of these integrals, it is
reasonable to expect that a simple relationship holds between them.
It is proved here that the P2-integral includes the 5CP-integral, and a
special relation that exists between the integrals when the integrand
is periodic is demonstrated. It is further shown that PMntegrability
on an interval does not imply 5CP-integrability
there, a result which
perhaps is unexpected since p2-integrability is known to imply CPintegrability on every closed subinterval
[7].

2. Theorems

and an example. In this section the notation

of [6]

and [7] are combined but this should cause no confusion since, by the
remark of James, §7 of [8], the P2m-integral for m = 1 is the same as
the original P2-integral.

Theorem I. If fix) has an SCP-integral in (a, b) with basis B, then
fix) is P2-integrable over (a<; x) where (a¡) = (ai, a2) = (a, b). Further-

more, if

Fiix) = iSCP,B) fZft)dt,
J a

then Fi(x) is Denjoy integrable, and if

F(*) = (73)fXFi(t)dt,
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then, for a^x^b,

(1)

- f

f(x)d2x = F{x) - ¿ \(x; ai)F(at),

where

x(*;o<)n(—-Y
,v¿ \a¿ — a,/
Proof.

Let M(x) be any 5CP-major

function of /(*) with basis B

and let

G(x)= (D) f M(t)dt.
Then G(x) is continuous [9, p. 201 and p. 250] and
/»

x+h

nx

M(t)dt - (D) I

x

M(t)dt.

J x-h

This gives

d2G(x) s lim inf h~2{G(x+ h) + G(x - h) - 2G(x)}
<x+h

= liminfÂ-4(l/A)(P)f
*-o

I

M(t)dt- (l/h)(D) f M(t)dt\

Jx

J x-h

)

= SCD*M(x).
It follows that
d2G(x) = f(x)

p.p.,

and
d2G(x) > -

except possibly on a countable

oo,

set. This shows that the function
2

Q(x) m G(x) - £ X(x; a7)G(a¡)
i
is a P2-major function of f(x).
An analogous construction yields a P2-minor function q(x) defined

by
2

q(x) = g(x) - Yl M*5ai)g(a{),
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where

g(x)= (73)f m(t)dt,
J a

and m(x) is an 5CP-minor

function

of f(x) with basis B. Now for

e>0, and tEB, it is true that O^M(t)-m(t)^M(b)-m(b)<e.
function M(x)—m(x)

is thus Lebesgue integrable

The

on [a, b] and the

PMntegrability of f(x) follows from the fact that

0 ^ q(c) - Q(c) = |

J a

< —i

—

[mit) - Mit)]dt +-

\ [Mit) - »(/)]*

b — aJ a

I [Af(0 - /»(/)]# < í(c - a).
«•/o

Since /(x) is 5CP-integrable,
with basis B, there is a sequence
{il7„(x)} of 5CP-major functions such that

(2)

0 ^ M »ix) - Fiix) < l/n,

x E B, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Each M nix) —Fi(x) is thus Lebesgue integrable, and the Den joy
integrability of Fi(x) follows since ilf„(x) is Denjoy integrable.
Corresponding to the sequence {Af„(x)} in (2) there is a sequence
{Gn(x)} such that

0 g Gnix)- Fix) =. 73 f [M„W- Fi(f)]<ft

- DJXft)dt,
where /(/) = M nit) - Fi(f), í G5 and /(f) = 0, t$B.
x —a

0 ^ G„(x) - F(x) < —-^«

It follows that

b —a

«

;

for all x, and so

G„(x) -» Fix)
for all x.
The corresponding
P2-major function Q„ix) tends to the righthand side of (1), and by the definition of the PMntegral, the sequence
{QÁx)} tends to the left-hand side of (1). This completes the proof

of Theorem I.
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The relationship between a definite 5GP-integral and a definite
PMntegral when the integrand is periodic takes a particularly simple
form and is analogous to the relation between the definite CiPintegral and the definite ¡p2-integral under similar circumstances (cf.
[4]). The result may be stated as follows:

Theorem II. Let f(x) be SCP-integrable over [ —b, b] with basis B,
and periodic with period lb. Let (aï) = ( —2b, 2b). Then

- f f(t)d2t= (SCP,B) f f(t)dt.
0 J („4)

J -b

Proof. Let

Fx(x)= (SCP,B) f Xf(t)dt,

xEB,

F(x) = (D) (X Fx(t)dt.
J -b

Then

Fx(x)= (SCP,B) f J(t)dt
J -b

= ¿ (SCP,B) f f(t)dt+ G(x)
26

J -b

= XH+ G(x),

xE B,

where G(x) is Denjoy integrable and periodic with period 2b in its
domain of definition. It follows that F(x) may be written as Gx(x)

+ G2(x) where Gx(x)=yx2/2 and G2(x) is periodic with period 2b. By
Theorem

(3)

I it is clear that

- f

f(t)d2t= P(0) - ¿ a(0; at)F(a,).

The right-hand side of (3) reduces to —2ub2 by an easy calculation
and this gives the desired equality.
Although
the CrP-integral
does not include the pr+^integral,
James has proved [7] that pr+1-integrability
over (ar, x) implies
CrP-integrability
over any closed sub-interval
of (ax, ar+\). On the
other hand there are functions which are PMntegrable and not CPintegrable
[ó], indeed functions which are P2-integrable
and not
CrP-integrable
for any r [5]. The following theorem and example
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and not SCP-

integrable.
Theorem

III.

If

f(x)

is

P2-integrable

over

(a,-; x), F(x)

= —f^f(t)dt, if f(x) is SCP-integrable over (a, b) and if G(x)
= (SCP, B) JlJ(x)dx, then F'(x) existsfor all x in B and
i

rb

F'(x) = G(x)-G(t)dt,

xEB.

b — aJ a

Proof. It follows from (1) that
F(x + h) - F(x)

1
= -If*

and the result is a consequence

If6

G(x + t)dt --

« Jo

I G(t)dt,

b — aJa

of the C-continuity

of G(x) lor xEB

[3].
The final object of this paper is to display a function which is P2integrable over [a, b] and not 5CP-integrable (with any basis) over
every subinterval [c, d], a^c<d^b.
Let

F(x) =

X cos-)

i

X 5¿ 0

X

0,
i —cos \/x

m
0,
It is known [6 ] that f(x) is P2-integrable
cludes the origin and

x= 0
x?¿0

x = 0.
over any interval

that in-

F(*) = - f* f(x)dx+ (b-^)F(a) + (?—?W),
J (a()

\b — a/

\b — a/

while P'(0) does not exist.
If f(x) were 5CP-integrable over [0, d], 0<d^¡b
then by Theorem III, F'(x) would exist at x = 0.

with basis B,
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